
SAP Predictive Analytics: 
Future of BIG DATA 



WHAT IS PREDICTIVE 
ANALYTICS?

•Predictive analytics uses multiple techniques like data 
processing, statistics, machine learning, and AI to predict the 
likelihood of one thing happening supported historical 
knowledge.
•Predictive foretelling could appear mysterious, however, the 
logic is truly quite simple to know.

The approach several machines work is by following a strict set 
of commands made public in code. the associate timepiece, as 
an example, is programmed to perform some comparatively 
straightforward tasks — show the time and switch on the radio 
at a pre-programmed time.
But what if rather than programming the timepiece to show 
on the radio at an exact time, you wished it to wake you up at 
the best time supported your sleep cycle? For that, you'd want 
a lot of refined timepieces, more data, and a lot of 
cryptography



Existing SAP users have an interest group in SAP predictive 
Analytics, which includes SAP Infinite Insight and SAP 
predictive Analysis code. this can be why it's best for 
customer-focused analytics. SAP conjointly understands 
that building the particular model is simply a little a part 
of the journey. For that reason, they supply a good array 
of facilities for knowledge preparation, knowledge 
modeling, visualization, scoring, and in particular model 
management. SAP application suites area unit in use in 
several massive companies and businesses around the 
world. Among those that would welcome the analytics 
capability embody those that wish to develop 
prognosticative models for predicting or anticipating client 
behavior.



Business Application and 
Integration

The most obvious profit is that the total integration of the 
complete predictive analytics method with the SAP 
infrastructure. several businesses use this application to 
manage their business applications. massive insurers with 
ample clients will use this application to research client 
behavior and do a lot of targeted customers promoting. If 
your company is experiencing high product come rates, 
employing a combination of predictive analytics and SAP 
HANA will facilitate to considerably cut back returns while 
serving to you a lot of accurately target customers with 
offers.



SAP Predictive Analytics 
software system

SAP Predictive Analytics code permits IT departments to 
make, deploy and maintain thousands of prognosticative 
models. It's an associate on-premises product with complete 
property to huge knowledge and third-party knowledge 
sources. It enjoys native integration with the SAP system.
The code permits ERP groups to leverage machine learning 
knowledge. 



By making multiple models across the assembly system, 
analysts use a browser-based state of an affairs modeling 
tool that may be amended to mirror different knowledge 
sets while not going back to the modeling step. groups will 
determine Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for every point 
in production to uncover a predictive lifecycle and so create 
efficient and customer-facing selections to support business 
strategy.



Best Practices for Creating an 
impression with SAP 
predictive Analytics

The tool has nice potential. An implementation may be 
uneven or non-existent, however. There area unit a spread of 
reasons for this, however, most of them may be addressed 
through best practices. this can be the time to concentrate 
on the difficulty. corporations area unit asking their IT groups 
to develop a practicable, business-oriented predictive 
analytics capability as presently as attainable.
Working with several corporations on knowledge analytics 
programs, we tend to suggest the subsequent best practices 
to maneuver forward with predictive analytics:



Focus – notice the proper ERP metrics that indicate 
success. this might embody machine learning feedback to 
tighten the provision chain or guarantee higher returns on 
AP numbers.

Adopt – Cross-functional groups work the simplest with 
“an analytics center of excellence (COE)…to validate insights” 
and exploitation those insights with job titles like 
“technology designer,” “data soul,” and “business analyst” in 
high-performing “pods” of personnel that may move flexibly 
and supply the foremost analytic power to the business.

Adapt – contour adaptation therefore structure 
bottlenecks don’t forestall adoption. this suggests 
distinguishing areas that may interrupt your SAP ERP team's 
ability to reply. predictive analytics is a chance to make a lot 
of agile decision-making processes like those of high-
playacting organizations. Deploying a COE to confirm 
adaption is on target can assist you higher answer inevitable 
challenges in adoption.

Activate – Virtuous cycles alter organizations to find out 
from knowledge output, also as by doing. Course correction 
and method improvement programming can facilitate your 
company lock within the style of learning that supercharges 
your predictive analytics programs to profit your business.



Advantages of SAP predictive Analytics

Successful prediction of future insights delivering a lot of 
gains

With time predictive Analytics you'll achieve future, despite 
what business you're into. To sustain during this competitive 
world and for being in corporations have complete however 
well they'll use predictive Analytics across business processes 
and applications. 

Fast, reliable, correct predictive results with machine-
controlled tools

Data preparation is that the initial and former step of 
building a predictive model and SAP predictive Analytics 
tends to form the method quicker and easier by automating 
it. The analytical engine processes the remodeled knowledge 
into a format before building a prognosticative model. 

Easy property to unstructured sources

Wide type of application knows to keep in them and SAP 
prognosticative analytics has a plus that it is connected to 
nearly any knowledge supply that additionally includes 
unstructured supply, files like SAS, SPSS, and a lot of text files. 
The atmosphere offered by SAP prognosticative analytics is 
incredibly helpful to users at several levels.


